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Adot Foundation
At the heart of Adot is a deep and meaningful premise that aims to
heighten the awareness of one’s true self and the relationship we have
with the world around us. Speaking to all facets of the world's
demographic, Adot is committed to the idea of showing the similarities
that exist between us rather than the small differences that we have been
taught to focus on.
Our sole aim is to ignite worldwide awareness of the singular true nature
of mankind and to do this Adot acts as a catalyst that shows people that
what we see is not necessarily the truth. It empowers us to discover the
deep humanistic and compelling character traits we possess in order to
help us focus on the similarities that exist between us all.
We believe that this resulting understanding leads to unity bringing us
closer to each other and enabling us to see that our hopes, fears and love
for each other are all shared as one.

Over the years at Adot we have teamed up with numerous well-known
and respected educational charities and initiatives, who align and
promote our message of unity and oneness. The following examples
showcase just a few of our projects over the last 10 years.
Loving Classroom

Projects

In our most recent collaboration with the educational program Loving
Classroom, who’s premise is to guide teachers and students to cultivate a life
of good relationships, we created the animation “Respect.” This is the first of
eight videos for the Loving Classroom curriculum to cultivate relationships
not only in the classroom, throughout school and at home, but to spread this
message throughout communities and eventually nations. Adot sees this
collaboration as a tool to help others ascend to appreciation of self and
others.

Party@the Palace
A previous educational collaboration has included teaming up
with Party@thePalace, an event which saw over 3000
attendees with children from a variety of schools participating.
The competition encouraged children to think about peace in
an artistic way and to express their hope of a world of peace on
paper. We then transferred these ideas onto t-shirts to
promote the idea of a world free from war through the
medium of children’s art. The winner also had the opportunity
to raise money for the charity Jewish Child’s Day by selling the
T-shirts that were produced with their art. At Adot we believe
that social conditioning causes children to learn focus on the
differences, which in turn ignites discrimination. Through this
competition and through the art of children we highlighted the
need for change.

Rays of Sunshine/ A Story Told To You
A very memorable collaboration was with Rays of Sunshine’s Royal
Albert Hall Concert. The star-studded evening, which was
sponsored by Adot, featured performances from world famous
musician’s and boasted thousands of attendees, with the aim to
makes terminally ill children between the ages of 3-18 dreams
come true for one evening. Adot was able to showcase our short
film, “A Story Told To You” to the concert’s audience. It is a simple
and beautiful animation created by us to explain the purpose of
our existence. Our sole aim has always been to ignite worldwide
awareness of the singular true nature of mankind and this
animation explained our perspective on the world simply enough
for even children to understand.

Closer Look
Whilst Adot often collaborates with other initiatives to promote our
message and raise awareness, we also create our own educational
content. Our “Closer Look” animation is a short piece, that takes the
viewer on a journey of self-discovery. The film reveals your true
nature, which is our source in pure consciousness. Living true to our
source is the key to experience infinite love, awareness and gives us
access to infinite potential.
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